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Atkins diet shows greater initial weight loss
BY JIM DRYDEN

In the first.multicenter trial
to look at the high-fat, lowcarbohydrate Atkins diet,
researchers have found that at
three and six months, the Atkins
diet produces significantly greater
weight loss than a conventional
low-fat, high-carbohydrate diet.
Because of the high amounts
of fat that people consume on the
Atkins diet, many have worried
that over the long term, it might
have serious side effects. The
researchers found no differences
in side effects during this study

and even found benefits in blood
lipid profiles.
All study subjects had medically significant obesity, weighing
at least 20 percent more than
their ideal body weight and began
the study an average of 50 pounds
overweight.
Atkins dieters lost twice as
much weight during the first six
months of the study. However,
over the next six months, dieters
on both plans tended to regain
weight, and there was no statistical weight difference between the
groups at one year.
The study also found that peo-

ple on the Atkins diet had greater
improvements in blood lipids
than those on the conventional
diet. High-density lipoprotein
(HDL), or "good" cholesterol,
increased more in the Atkins
group, and their serum triglycerides decreased more than conventional dieters. Low HDL and
high triglyceride levels increase
risk of cardiovascular disease.
The study, which appears in
the May 22 issue of The New
England journal of Medicine, was
conducted by researchers at
Washington University, the University of Pennsylvania School of

BY KEVIN

BY ANDY CLENDENNEN

To help ease some of the anticipated traffic problems brought
on by the MetroLink extension
and corresponding closure of
Forest Park Parkway, Wallace
Drive will be made into a twoway road and connect with
Shepley Drive along the South 40.
The project is slated to start
today and should finish by the
end of July.
To help with pedestrian safety,
a traffic light will be installed at
the corner of Wallace Drive and
Forsyth Boulevard, at the northeast corner of Gaylord Music
Library.
Starting immediately, Shepley
Drive east of the entrance to Lien
Parking Garage to the stop sign at
the bottom of the hill next to the
Wohl Parking Garage will be
closed to all vehicular traffic and
See Wallace, Page 6

HIPAA legislation
has wide-reaching
impact for patients
BY KIMBERLY LEYDIG

See HIPAA, Page 6

Nutrition. Klein added that additional research is needed to
understand why low-carbohydrate dieters lost more weight
than conventional dieters and to
evaluate the long-term efficacy
and safety of low-carbohydrate
diets.
The researchers wanted to
mimic what happens when most
people diet, so they did not offer
dieters behavior modification or
extensive clinical supervision.
The participants were randomly selected to follow either
the low-carbohydrate or low-caloSee Atkins, Page 3

Albright tells graduates: U.S.
must use its power carefully

Wallace Drive to
be extended; will
meet Shepley

No matter if you end up in the
ER with a broken arm, call a
doctor for allergy medications or
have a failing liver that requirestransplant surgery, at some point
you will be a patient.
And that alone should compel
you to understand what the
recent HIPAA legislation is all
about.
Since the Health Insurance
Portability and Accountability Act
(HIPAA) went into effect in April,
the confidentiality of medical
records is now protected by federal law rather than a patchwork of
state regulations. The law marks
the culmination of a decade-long
drive to enforce a higher standard
of handling confidential patient
information.
With the ultimate aim of protecting both the inappropriate
disclosure of private medical
information and to ensure that
patients have the right to know
what's in their medical records,

Medicine and the University of
Colorado Health Sciences Center.
"This study demonstrates that
a low-carbohydrate diet can
have beneficial
effects in treating obesity,"
said senior
investigator
Samuel Klein,
M.D., the
Danforth
Klein
Professor of
Medicine and
Nutritional Science and director
of the Division of Geriatrics and

Madeleine K. Albright delivers the address at the 142nd Commencement May 16 in Brookings Quadrangle. "Few academic institutions are as much a part of their community as Washington University is in St. Louis," said Albright, who also received an honorary doctoral degree at the ceremony.

M. KILEY

The United States could suffer
long-term consequences if it is
not careful about how it uses its
strength, Madeleine K. Albright
said in delivering the Commencement address May 16.
"The extent of American
power has created an opportunity
for us to make our nation more
secure within a world that is
healthier, richer and more peaceful than it has ever been," said
Albright, who served as secretary
of state during the Clinton administration.
"But if we are not prudent in
exercising that power, we will create resentments that will make it
much harder in the long run to
achieve our goals."
Albright and five others —
Herman N. Eisen, Douglass C.
North, Ozzie Smith, William P.
Stiritz and Blanche M. Touhill —
received honorary doctoral degrees at the University's 142nd
ceremony, attended by about
12,000 people.
"In our era, America is faced
with a historic choice about the
role it is to play in the world,"
Albright said from Beaumont
Pavilion in Brookings Quadrangle. "The strength of the
United States is not in doubt.
Our economy is the largest; our
military the mightiest; our influence the most pervasive — not
by a little, but by a lot.

"What is in doubt is how we
intend to use our power."
Albright said the Group of
Eight summit of world leaders
early this month in France represented an opportunity for President George W. Bush to clarify
the character and purpose of
American leadership.
"I hope the president will
emphasize not only what our
country is against in the world,
but also what America is for: taking a hard line against terror, but
also outlining plans to strengthen
democracy, forge peace in the
Middle East, help people around
the world to live better lives, and
transform the plague of HIV/
AIDS from a menace into a memory," Albright said.
"I hope he will put to rest suspicions about our intentions in
Iraq, and (will put to rest) fears
that we see ourselves as somehow
above the international standards
we apply to other countries," she
added.
Albright also said she hoped
Bush will reaffirm America's conviction that alliances such as
NATO and the United Nations
"are platforms for progress, not
relics to be bypassed for fear they
will hold us back or tie us down."
"There are times when the
United States, like any country,
must-act alone to defend its most
vital interests," she said. "But
today, in most places, in most
See Albright, Page 6

Binnington receives 2003 Gloria W.
White Distinguished Service Award
BY NEIL SCHOENHERR

The School of Art's Georgia
Binnington, described as "an
unflagging advocate and friend
to students," received the 2003
Gloria W. White Distinguished
Service Award in a ceremony in
Edison Theatre on Staff Day
May 19.
The award, which includes
$1,000 and a plaque, is named for
White, who retired in 1997 as vice
chancellor for human resources
after 30 years at the University.
Binnington, associate dean of
student services in the art school

and an alumna, joined the University in 1988 as an admissions
counselor and worked as the
School of Art's liaison for 10
years. She helped ensure that the
School of Art's undergraduate
program enrolled the finest quality students possible.
Binnington often traveled
around the country, attending
National Portfolio Day events,
reviewing portfolios, interviewing
prospective applicants, and talking with parents about the school
and University.
"Through Georgia's efforts, the
See Staff Day, Page 6

Chancellor Mark S. Wrighton presents Georgia Binnington with the
2003 Gloria W. White Distinguished Service Award in Edison
Theatre on Staff Day May 19.
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Eliot Residence
Hall to come
down June 21

New care coordination
plan unveiled by benefits
BY ANDY CLENDENNEN

BY ANDY CLENDENNEN

It's not one of the older buildings on the Hilltop Campus,
but Eliot Residence Hall is
being destroyed because it's not
feasible to remodel the building
to conform with the Americans
With Disabilities Act.
Also, the new building will
offer a greater sense of community for the students.
Eliot Residence Hall will be
imploded at 10 a.m. June 21. A
new residential hall will be built
in the same place as part of the
residential college and will retain
the Eliot name.
Environmental concerns will
be taken care of before the implosion, including the removal of
any potentially hazardous materials.
"(Implosion) is the safest way
to remove this type of structure,
based on its size, location and
building composition," said Eric
J. Spirtas, president of Spirtas
Wrecking Co., which is doing the
implosion. "This procedure will
minimize interuption to campus
and local activities."
To assist in the process, all
vehicles must vacate Lien Parking
Garage by 5 p.m. June 20. Remaining vehicles will be relocated. The garage will re-open for
parking June 23.
Big Bend Boulevard will be
closed between Forsyth Boulevard and Wydown Boulevard
from about 9 a.m.-noon June 21.
Buildings and rooftops in the
immediate area will be off-limits,
although public viewing of the
implosiort may take place north
of the fence along the athletic
practice field on Forsyth.
No parking will be allowed on
Big Bend or Forsyth; those wishing to view the implosion should
park in the Athletic Complex

The University, in cooperation
with Wash U Care Coordination, is offering its new voluntary service at no extra charge to
faculty, staff, retirees and family
members enrolled in a Blue
Cross Blue Shield health plan.
The new Wash U Care
Coordination program, staffed by
registered nurse care managers,
helps individuals access the care
and resources needed to achieve
the best possible outcome. RN
care managers, working directly
with treating physician(s) and
other health-care service
providers, help ensure doctor's
orders are followed.
Vulnerable and very ill
employees or family members
often have difficulty navigating
the healthcare system and need
assistance in accessing necessary'
services for short- or long-term
needs.
When complex health care
issues arise and care needs
require attention from several
providers, services can become
uncoordinated or may be duplicated while other unidentified
needs may go unmet.
Effective care coordination
benefits both the patient and
treating physician(s) through
intervention that coordinates
communication among the
Eliot Residence Hall as it appeared in 1965. It wil be imploded at
10 a.m. June 21.

parking lot.
St. Louis-based Spirtas Wrecking Co., which imploded the
St. Louis Arena, took control of
Eliot June 3 to prepare it for
implosion, including drilling and
weakening the floors and supports. There will be no further
access to the building without
specific written permit.
The 73,208-square-foot Eliot

Residence Hall was built in 1963
with 12 floors and a penthouse. It
is named for the late Thomas H.
Eliot, who came to the University
in 1952 as chair of the political
science department in Arts &
Sciences. Later, he also taught in
the School of Law. A distant relative of William Greenleaf Eliot, the
University's co-founder, he served
as chancellor from 1962-1971.

PICTURING OUR PAST

Campus Watch
The following incidents were reported to University Police May 14-June 3. Readers
with information that could assist in investigating these incidents are urged to call
935-5555. This information is provided as a public service to promote safety awareness and is available on the University Police Web site at police.wustl.edu.

May 15

May 19

11:02 a.m. — A student stated
that between 6 p.m. May 8 and
11 a.m. May 9, an unknown
person entered her unsecured
room in Millbrook Apartments
and took her backpack, containing a portable CD player,
calculator and apartment keys.
The backpack was located on
the floor by her closet. A watch
was also taken from her nightstand. Total loss is estimated
at $300.

2:13 p.m. — An unknown person stole $150 from a yellow
wicker basket on top of a table
in Lopata Hall.

May 16
8:59 a.m. — An unknown person damaged the entrance door
of the administration office of
The Village No. 3, damaged a
magazine rack and removed a
gold nameplate from the lobby
piano.

May 17
8:19 p.m. — A student stated
that an unknown person stole
his computer, which was being
stored in the Myers Residence
Hall storage room. Total loss is
estimated at $2,000.

Washington University community news

The first cyclotron to call the University home was built in 1940 and housed in an
«'°"5«f>
underground chamber adjacent to the west end of the powerhouse. Early in 1942,
the cyclotron was put under government control as part of the Manhattan Project,
seeking plutonium in World War II. The first isolated plutonium in the world, which
year
would barely fit on the head of a pin, was accomplished with this cyclotron. In the
summer of 1943, Frank O. Bubb, head of applied mathematics, took charge of the
T. a\* <*% rAr Pun
cyclotron as it once again fell under University auspices. Another cyclotron (above)
*>i*i-nig the Furutwas built in 1964, when Mallinckrodt Institute researchers designed and installed it
at the Washington University Medical Center. It was the first cyclotron to be located in a U.S.
medical facility.

150

Washington University will be celebrating its l$Oth anniversary in 2003-04.
Special programs and events will be announced as the yearlong observance approaches.

patient, family, physicians and
other health-care providers.
All personal information communicated to the RN care manager during participation in this
service is held in strictest confidence and not reported to anyone
outside of the care coordination
department at an individual level.
Care managers will also review
and help arrange therapy, pharmaceutical and at-home medical
equipment options to meet the
patient's needs as determined by
the treating physician(s); and provide employees and families with
additional education and instruction in health care.
As a result, hospital admissions are often avoided, further
complications prevented and
employees and their families are
helped in becoming better selfmanagers of their disease(s) and
symptoms.
Care coordination addresses
the needs of a small percentage of
patients facing difficult physical
challenges that are often compounded by social or financial
issues. Through addressing individual needs,- improved clinical
outcomes are achieved, and
patient and physician satisfaction
is increased.
For more information about
this service, call the University's
Care Coordination Department at
935-0400 or (866) 935-0400.
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May 22
8:01 p.m. — An employee of
the Charles F. Knight Executive
Education Center reported he
had approximately $130 and a
bus pass stolen from his jacket
pocket while he worked.

June 2
1:45 p.m. —At 11:30 p.m.
May 30, a student was assaulted
outside of his apartment in
University City. University City
Police Department completed a
report, and the victim was
transported to Barnes-Jewish
Hospital by friends, where he
was treated and released.
Additionally, University Police
responded to two auto accidents
and two reports of larceny, and
one report each of injury, lost
article, property damage, arrest
and judicial violation.
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School of Medicine Update
Nicotine inhalers may reduce smoking-related i
BY DARRELL

E. WARD

University researchers predict
that smokers might significantly reduce the adverse
health effects of their habit if they
could switch from cigarettes to
inhalers that deliver doses of
"clean" nicotine.
Cigarette-sized doses of pure
nicotine could be delivered using
inhalers modeled after those used
by people with asthma. A study is
published in the June issue of the
journal Tobacco Control.
Nicotine inhalers, which are
not currently available, would
deliver doses of nicotine similar to
cigarettes deep into the lungs.
Researchers expect these
inhalers to have the same drug
effect as cigarettes and to be just
as addictive. However, they also
predict that inhalers would be
safer than cigarettes because they
would lack the chemicals in
smoke that are most responsible
for smoking-related deaths from
cancer, emphysema and heart disease. Inhalers would also eliminate
the problem of second-hand
smoke.
"There seems to be no effective
way to convince many smokers to
quit," said principal investigator
Walton Sumner II, M.D., associate
professor of medicine. "If one
accepts that cigarette smoking will
under no circumstances disappear, then one becomes committed to considering ways to make
the habit safer. I'm not ready to

"There seems to be no
effective way to convince many smokers to
quit. If one accepts that
cigarette smoking will
under no circumstances
disappear, then one
becomes committed to
considering ways to
make the habit safer."

WALTON SUMNER

II

recommend the use of these devices. But I do recommend that we
study them as an alternative to cigarette smoking."
Sumner, whose father died of
smoking-related lung cancer,
began studying the use of nicotine
inhalers as a substitute for cigarettes after witnessing the limited
success of smoking cessation and
prevention programs. In addition,
he said the medical literature and

historic accounts of tobacco control efforts demonstrate the difficulty of significantly lowering
smoking rates.
The U.S. Surgeon General's
goal, through the "Healthy People
2010" disease-prevention initiative, is to reduce smoking prevalence to 12 percent of the overall
population by the end of the
decade.
"I seriously doubt that we will
achieve that target under the present circumstances," said Sumner,
who also is a member of the cancer prevention and control program at the Alvin J. Siteman Cancer Center at Barnes-Jewish Hospital and the School of Medicine.
His research suggests that nicotine inhalers, however, could lead
to such a dramatic drop.
Sumner developed a computer program called "Differences
in Expected Mortality Adjusted
for Nicotine Delivery Systems"
(DEMANDS). Using 1,990 smoking patterns as a baseline, the
program predicts the years of
potential life gained or lost up to
age 65 and up to age 85 as a consequence of changes in the safety
and prevalence of nicotine use.
DEMANDS makes predictions
based on four general components
of smoking that contribute to
tobacco-related disease: nicotine;
smoke, which is composed of
thousands of gases and particulates; carbon monoxide, a highly
toxic gas; and so-called correlates
of smoking, which are characteris-

GrOUndbreaking Slirgery Randal C. Paniello, M.D., (left) associate professor of otolaryngology, and his team attempt an innovative surgery that aims to restore Amy Hancock's voice. After
her larynx was removed more than five years ago due to cancer, Hancock has been unable to
speak without a small microphone-like device she holds against her throat. After removing a
patch of skin, an artery and a vein from Hancock's left arm, the surgeons created a speaking tube
from the skin patch that was placed between her trachea and esophagus. It will be a couple
weeks before the team determines the success of the surgery.

Atkins
Diet improves blood
lipids, study reports
- from Page 1
rie diet. They met a registered dietitian at the start of the study and
again at three, six and 12 months.
Conventional female dieters
ate 1,200-1,500 calories per day,
and males followed a daily 1,5001,800-calorie diet that consisted
of 60 percent carbohydrate, 25
percent fat and 15 percent protein, based on the Food Guide
Pyramid. The other group was
instructed to read and follow the
diet prescribed in Dr. Atkins' New
Diet Revolution.
At three months, Atkins dieters
lost an average of 17.6 pounds
while the conventional dieters lost

about 8.3 pounds. After six
months, Atkins dieters lost an
average of 21.2 pounds; conventional dieters lost an average of
11.5 pounds. At 12 months, the
Atkins group was down an average of 15.9 pounds versus
9.7 pounds for conventional
dieters. The difference is not
considered statistically significant, partly because almost half
of the participants dropped out
of the study before the one-year
mark.
HDL cholesterol levels were
up 11 percent at one year in the
Atkins diet group, compared to
an increase of only 1.6 percent
of those on the conventional
diet. Serum triglycerides
declined an average of 17 percent after one year on the Atkins
diet versus no significant change
among conventional dieters. Part
of that improvement may result

from greater weight loss, but the
changes in HDL cholesterol and
triglycerides were greater than
expected from moderate weight
loss alone.
The multicenter research
team is recruiting larger numbers
of participants in a five-year,
NIH-funded study of low- and
high-carbohydrate diets to more
fully assess the benefits and risks
of the diets on bone mass, kidney function, blood vessel health
and exercise tolerance. It will also
look at whether behavior intervention and modification might
help people stick to these diets.
"A calorie is still a calorie,
whether the calorie comes from
fat, carbohydrates or protein,"
Klein said. "But it might be that
certain types of calories are more
filling than others and result in
an overall decrease in total calorie intake."

tics of smokers unrelated to cigarettes that increase a person's risk
of death (poverty, alcoholism and
psychiatric illness).
The model showed that as long
as nicotine contributes less than
one-third of the risk of smokingrelated illness, widespread use of
nicotine inhalers might significantly reduce premature death due
to coronary artery disease, respira-

tory-tract cancers, lung disease
and other causes of premature
death. It could also meet or exceed
the goal of Healthy People 2010.
"This study suggests that the
use of nicotine inhalers should
be considered," Sumner said.
"The challenge is to convince
the tobacco-control community
that this is a rational alternative
that should be studied."

Peck is first recipient of Wolff
distinguished professorship
BY GILA

Z. RECKESS

William A. Peck, M.D., has been
named the first Alan A. and
Edith L. Wolff Distinguished
Professor of Medicine.
Peck, dean of the School of
Medicine and executive vice chancellor for medical affairs for 14
years, will continue in that capacity until June 30.
Afterward, he will establish a
center for health policy at the
University.
The professorship was established by Edith Wolff, president of
Wolff Construction Co.
"Bill Peck has done an exceptional job guiding the School of
Medicine during a period of high
expectations and extraordinary
challenges," Chancellor Mark S.
Wrighton said. "It seems appropriate that, as one of the University's most distinguished leaders,
he be recognized with a position
bestowed by Edith Wolff, one of
the University's most cherished
contributors. We are extremely
fortunate to have such a generous
supporter whose gifts
have already facilitated
critical medical research."
Under Peck's leadership, the School of Medicine has emerged as the
nation's most academically selective medical
school, and was recently
ranked second overall in
the nation according to
Peck
U.S. News and World
Report.
The medical school's federal
research support also has increased dramatically in the past
decade.
Peck is a nationally recognized
health-care leader. He recently
completed terms as chair of the
Association of American Medical
Colleges (AAMC) and as chair of
the AAMC Council of Deans.
In addition to serving on multiple journal editorial boards,
Peck is a scientific adviser for several companies and organizations
throughout the medical and pharmaceutical industries.
A renowned internist, Peck is
recognized for his research on
bone and mineral metabolism. He
has written more than 100 scientific publications about bone cell
function and the causes of osteoporosis.
He developed the first method
for directly studying the structure,
function and growth of bone cells
and determined mechanisms by
which hormones regulate bone
function.
Peck was the founding president of the National Osteoporosis
Foundation and has served in
leadership positions of several
other national organizations,
including the American Society
for Bone and Mineral Research
and the American Association
for the Advancement of Science.
He is a member of the
Institute of Medicine and has
been an adviser to such organizations as the Food and Drug
Administration and the National
Institutes of Health (NIH).
His numerous awards and

honors include an NIH Career
Program Award, the Washington
University Clinical Teacher of the
Year Award and the FDA Commissioner's Award. He also received an
honorary degree in 2000 from his
medical school alma mater, the
University of Rochester, and is listed in Who's Who in America.
"It is a high honor and privilege to be the inaugural holder of
the Alan A. and Edith L. Wolff distinguished professorship," Peck
said. "Edith Wolff is a wonderful
person and one of the great supporters of our institution as well as
many vital community agencies
and activities."
Peck earned a bachelor's degree
with honors from Harvard College
in 1954 and a medical degree with
honors in 1960 from the University of Rochester School of Medicine and Dentistry. He was an intern and resident at Barnes Hospital and completed two fellowships
in metabolism, one at the University and the other at the NIH.
He spent 10 years on the faculty
at Rochester before joining the
School of Medicine in
1976 as the John E. and
Adaline Simon Professor
of Medicine, co-chairman
of the Department of
Medicine and physicianin-chief at Jewish
MM Hospital.
Peck later became the
I first person to serve as
both dean of the medical
school and executive vice
chancellor for medical affairs.
Edith Wolff is a strong supporter of the medical school, and her
gifts have supported several areas
of research, including Alzheimer's
disease and cancer.
She is a life member of the
Eliot Society and a member of the
Danforth Circle.
She also endowed the Alan A.
and Edith L. Wolff Professor of
Medicine in 1999, currently held
by cancer research specialist
Timothy Ley, M.D.
A native of St. Louis, Wolff succeeded her husband, Alan, as president of Wolff Construction Co.
after his death in 1989.
As part of her commitment to
contribute to the welfare of the
community, Wolff has served on
the boards of numerous charitable
organizations, including the Jewish
Center for the Aged, the Metropolitan Employment and Rehabilitation Services of Missouri's
Goodwill Industries and the
St. Louis Association of Retarded
Citizens.
In 1996, the Life Skills Foundation honored Wolff for her philanthropic contributions to the
community, and the St. Louis
Chapter of the National Rehabilitation Association presented her
with the Jane Strauss Memorial
Community Service Award.
The following year, Wolff was
awarded the Goldstein-Fleishman
Geriatric Excellence Award from
the Jewish Center for the Aged.
Wolff has also been recognized
by the University for her generosity
with the Robert S. Brookings Award
in 1996 and the medical school's
2nd Century Award in 1997.
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University Events
Summer milSiC Orchestra begins 40th year of free concerts
BY LIAM OTTEN

The Gateway Festival Orchestra will begin its 40th season
of free summer concerts
July 6 with a program honoring
recently retired conductor William Schatzkamer, professor
emeritus of piano in the Department of Music in Arts & Sciences.
Subsequent concerts will take
place July 13, 20 and 27. All performances begin at 7:30 p.m. in
Brookings Quadrangle. The public is encouraged to bring lawn
seating. The rain location is
Graham Chapel.
The July 6 concert will open
with Antonin Dvorak's Symphony

No. 9 in E minor (From the New
World), a favorite work of Schatzkamer's and one he conducted
frequently throughout his career.
Seth Carlin, professor of music
and head of piano performance
in the Department of Music, will
honor his former colleague by
appearing as soloist on George
Gershwin's "I got rhythm" variations for piano and orchestra.
Gershwin, like Schatzkamer, grew
up on the Lower East Side of
Manhattan.
James Richards, Schatzkamer's
successor with Gateway and a
professor of orchestral studies
at the University of MissouriSt. Louis, will conduct Aaron

Healthy Eating *
Learning to Spell
"University Events" lists a portion of the
activities taking place at Washington
University June 6-July 27. Visit the Web
for expanded calendars for the Hilltop
Campus (calendar.wustl.edu) and the
School of Medicine (medschool.wustl
.edu/calendars.html).

Lectures
Friday, June 6
9:15 a.m. Pediatric Grand Rounds.
"Learning to Spell in English: Normally
Progressing Children and Dyslexic
Children." Rebecca Treiman, Burke and
Elizabeth High Baker Professor of Child
Developmental Psychology. Clopton
Aud., 4950 Children's Place. 454-6006.
4 p.m. Anatomy & Neurobiology
Seminar. "Fundamental Issues in
Theoretical Systems Neuroscience."
Charles Anderson, research prof, of
neurobiology. McDonnell Medical
Sciences Bldg., Rm. 928. 362-7043.

Saturday, June 7
7:15 a.m.-noon. Infectious Diseases
Continuing Medical Education Course.
"HIV Treatment: A Practical Update for
the Primary Provider." William G. Powderly, prof, of medicine and clinical chief,
div. of infectious diseases, course chair.
Cost: $55. Eric P. Newman Education
Center. 454-8276.

Thursday, June 12
12:10-12:50 p.m. Wellness Connection
Healthy Living Brown Bag Lunch
Series. "Healthy Eating: Facts vs.
Myths." Connie Diekman, dir., University
Nutrition. Mallinckrodt Student Center,
Lambert Lounge. 935-5990.
4 p.m. Anesthesiology Seminar. "Actions
of Volatile Anesthetics on Brain
Proteins: How Much Do We Know?"
R. Adron Harris, M. June and J. Virgil
Waggoner Chair of Molecular Biology,
U. of Texas. Clinical Sciences Research
Bldg., Rm. 5550. 362-7043.

Friday, June 13
9:15 a.m. Pediatric Grand Rounds.
"Using Neuroimaging to Identify Language Regions in Pediatric Neurosurgical
Patients." Jason M. Watson, postdoctoral fellow in psychology. Clopton Aud.,
4950 Children's Place. 454-6006.
4 p.m. Anatomy & Neurobiology
Seminar. "Neuroblastomas: Transformation Into Ganglion Cells With Drugs
and Growth Factors." Milton Goldstein,
prof, emeritus of anatomy & neurobiology. McDonnell Medical Sciences Bldg.,
Rm. 928. 362-7043.

Monday, June 16
5:30 p.m. Laser Vision Correction
Seminar Series. "Understanding
LASIK" and "Am I A Candidate?"
Michael S. Conners, dir., refractive surgery center. Center for Advanced
Medicine, Lvl. 3 Conference Rm.
747-8036.

Copland's Letter From Home. In
the 1960s, Copland and Schatzkamer performed together at the
University in a rare concert of
Copland's chamber music. As a
result of that collaboration, the
University's Gaylord Music Library was one of a select group
of institutions to receive a complete set of Copland's published
works, in accordance with Copland's will.
Schatzkamer, who also conducted the University City Symphony for more than 30 years, is a
graduate of The Juilliard School
of Music, where he studied with
noted Russian pianist Alexander
Ziloti. (Ziloti, a former student of
Liszt and Tchaikovsky, was cousin
to Sergei Rachmaninoff, for
whom Schatzkamer also per-

formed.) Prior to his arrival at
the University, in 1951 Schatzkamer toured in recitals for
Columbia Artists' Management
and for six years shared performances with Paul Robeson, the
famed bass baritone and actor.
On July 13, the Gateway
Orchestra will perform music of
Rossini, Schubert, Mendelssohn
and Tchaikovsky. The July 20
concert, which focuses on music
for the various sections of the
orchestra, includes Benjamin
Britten's Simple Symphony for
strings and Rimsky-Korsakov's
Russian Easter Overture.
The season's final concert, on
July 27, follows a Paris theme and
includes the overture to Offenbach's La Vie Parisienne and
selections from Lerner and

Friday, June 20
9:15 a.m. Pediatric Grand Rounds.
"Memorable Cases and Experiences From
our House Staff and Certificates, Awards
and Thanks for our Graduating Residents." Clopton Aud., 4950 Children's
Place. 454-6006.

Thursday, June 26
12:10-12:50 p.m. Wellness Connection
Healthy Living Brown Bag Lunch Series.
"What is Proper Nutrition?" Connie
Diekman, dir., University Nutrition.
Mallinckrodt Student Center, Lambert
Lounge. 935-5990.

Friday, June 27
6:30 a.m.-7 p.m. Continuing Medical
Education Course. "Advanced Urologic
Laparoscopic Oncology: Conquering the
Frontier." (Continues June 28, 7 a.m.4:30 p.m., Eric P. Newman Education
Center, June 29, 6:30 a.m., Chase Park
Plaza.) Eric P. Newman Education Center.
For times, costs, and to register, call
362-6891.
9:15 a.m. Pediatric Grand Rounds.
"Escherichia coll and the Hemolytic
Uremic Syndrome: Problems That Have
Not Gone Away." Philip I. Tarr, prof, of
pediatrics and of molecular microbiology,
dir. of gastroenterology & nutrition.
Clopton Aud., 4950 Children's Place.
454-6006.

Monday, June 30
3 p.m. Neuro-oncology Research Group
Seminar. "Normal and Neoplastic
Growth Regulation in the Developing
Brain: Tales from Mutant Mice." Thomas
Curran, chair of developmental neurobiology, St. Jude Children's Research
Hosp., Memphis, Tenn. McDonnell
Medical Sciences Bldg., Rm. 928.
747-0407.

Friday, July 11
9:15 a.m. Pediatric Grand Rounds. Rick
Martin, assoc. prof, of pediatrics. Clopton
Aud., 4950 Children's Place. 454-6006.

Music
Sunday, July 6
7:30 p.m. Gateway Festival Orchestra
Concert. James Richards, dir. Brookings
Quadrangle. 569-0371.

Sunday, July 13
7:30 p.m. Gateway Festival Orchestra
Concert. James Richards, dir. Brookings
Quadrangle. 569-0371.

Sunday, July 27
7:30 p.m. Gateway Festival Orchestra
Concert. James Richards, dir. Brookings
Quadrangle. 569-0371.

And more...

Thursday, June 19

Monday, June 16

12:10-12:50 p.m. Wellness Connection
Healthy Living Brown Bag Lunch
Series. "Ready, Set, Go!" Martha
Tillman, dir., fitness center. Mallinckrodt
Student Center, Lambert Lounge.
935-5990.

9 a.m.-12:15 p.m. Summer Writers
Institute. John Dalton, author, Ruth Ellen
Kocher, poet and author, and Rockwell
Gray, essayist, instructors. (Continues
through June 27.) Cost: $650. Visit
artsci.wustl.edu/-ucollege/summerwrfor
locations. 935-6759.

Staff Day fun
Above: Sports Information Director
Keith Jenkins gets congratulated by
his teammates on the Spin Docs of
Public Affairs after launching a
home run in the Staff Day softball
tournament at WUSTL Softball
Field. The Spin Docs hit several
home runs on the day en route to
claiming the softball trophy with a
3-0 record.
Right: Staff members gather under
the Brookings Hall arch before a
tour of campus, led annually by Jim
Burmeister (third from left), executive director of University relations
and Commencement. Burmeister
has been giving the popular tours
for several years, giving staff members a look at parts of the University they might not otherwise see.
Below: From left, Midge Bailey,
administrative assistant, Laura
Spight, business manager in the
office of the vice chancellor, and
Joyce Knolhoff, administrative
assistant in the office of the vice
chancellor, all in the Office of
Alumni & Development, await the
caller's letter and number in a
friendly game of bingo on Staff Day.

Loewe's Gigi.
The Gateway Festival Orchestra was established in 1964 by
Schatzkamer and other local musicians, in part to provide summer
employment to members of the
Saint Louis Symphony Orchestra.
Gateway was the first integrated professional orchestra in the
St. Louis area and its formation
ultimately led to the merger of
the Black Musicians' Association
with the Musicians' Association of
St. Louis (now Local 2-197 of the
American Federation of
Musicians).
The group originally performed on the downtown riverfront but relocated to the
University in 1970.
For more information, call
569-0371.
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Teaching (by) design Visual communications majors tutor aspiring artists
BY LIAM OTTEN

Nationally speaking, highschool-level courses in
graphic design, as opposed
to general art or special projects
such as yearbooks or student
newspapers, are surprisingly
rare.
So when venerable University
City High School launched a
new graphics class last year, a
group of visual communications
majors in the School of Art readily agreed to help tutor students
in the fledgling program.
"The relationship has been
outstanding," University City
High art teacher Todd Yancy
said. "We're still in the process of
developing curriculum, but the
way you get better is by learning
from the people around you.
The way the Washington U.
students came in and helped
funnel and channel and deliver
information couldn't have been
better."
The class is the brainchild of
Yancy and local designer Traci
Moore, a University City High
alumna and chair of the Municipal Commission on Arts &
Letters.
Over the past three years, the
pair worked with University City
students to develop a new graphic look for Spectrum, the school's
annual compendium of student
writing, sparking a surge of
interest in design issues. The
full-credit class, Moore explained, was created to harness that
energy while preparing aspiring
designers for more rigorous college careers.
"These kids are so intrigued
and have such enthusiasm, but a
lot of them would be at a disadvantage applying to art school,"
Moore said. "They don't have
portfolios, they don't have a lot
of strong sample projects, they
don't really have a sense of what
it would take to do this for a
living.
"We want them to get to the

Visual communications graduate Sunil Manchikanti (second from right) leads a critique with graphic
design students from University City High School as part of a new tutoring program coordinated by
Heather Corcoran, assistant professor of visual communications.

point where art school seems
like a real possibility, where they
can see themselves taking that
next step."
During the summer of 2002,
Moore and Yancy — with support from Principal Elizabeth
Bender and art department
head Tony Taylor — assembled
a small design lab of used and
donated PowerMac and iMac
computers, basic software and
other equipment. Moore also
began a series of conversations
with Heather Corcoran, assistant professor of visual commu-

nications at the University, who
had recently worked with the
campus chapter of the American Institute of Graphic Art
on a series of student-designed
community service posters.
Together, Moore and Corcoran
conceived the tutoring program
and began mapping out objectives.
By the start of fall classes,
Yancy and Moore had enrolled
close to 20 students and Corcoran had recruited nine seniors
from the School of Art's illustration, advertising and graphic

Sophomore Swary named third-team Ail-American

design concentrations. At first,
tutors simply offered their
younger colleagues advice and
individual critiques, but as familiarity grew and the spring semester rolled around, six tutors took
on expanded roles, preparing
and teaching entire lesson plans.
"We met to brainstorm general topics, but the seniors really
defined the goals, designed the
lessons and presented them to
the class," Corcoran said. "It was
a great opportunity for them to
build something and then watch
it play out in the classroom."
David Kroll and Sunil Manchikanti led an introduction to
Adobe Illustrator, a standard in
the industry. Deia Schlosberg

BY CHRIS MITCHELL

Liz Swary defines the term "Student Athlete."
The sophomore from Cleveland became the first Softball
player in school history to be
named an All-American and an
Academic All-American.
Swary was named third-team
Louisville Slugger/National Fastpitch Coaches Association NCAA
Division III All-American and
first team Verizon/COSIDA
Academic All-American.
"Liz is a great asset to our
team because she is a solid offensive and defensive player," head
coach Cindy Zelinsky said. "She
has a tireless work ethic and is
very unselfish."
A first team all-Midwest Region and all-University Athletic
Association selection in 2003,
Swary led the Bears in batting
average (.473), hits (52), doubles
(17), home runs (7), RBIs (50),
slugging percentage (.836) and
on-base percentage (.547).
Swary was named the conference Athlete of the Week
April 14 and was also named
first-team Verizon Academic
All-District VII.
Swary led Washington U to
its second consecutive appearance in the NCAA Tournament
and helped set a school record
for wins with a 30-9 overall
record.
"She is the most humble player I have ever coached," Zelinsky
added. "She has her priorities
straight. Whatever she does,
whether it be in the classroom or
on the field, she gives 100 percent."
As a freshman in 2002, Swary

and Wesley Gott taught two sections on typography. Danielle
Rifkin and Ellen Sitkin employed the game Pictionary as starting point for a three-part series
on iconography and the importance of communicating quickly
and simply.
"It's been very rewarding,"
Sitkin said. "I've learned a lot
about how to lead a class, and
the kids are amazingly respectful." As seniors, she added, "we're
in this little bubble, always sitting in front of our computer
screens, and it's really inspiring
to watch them just pick up a
pencil and a piece of paper and
start making things."
Rifkin agreed, "It was really
great, especially this semester
when we're working on thesis
projects, to get out of the studio
and into a different atmosphere.
Their energy and enthusiasm
gets you more motivated to do
your own work."
At the end of the spring
semester, tutors conducted a
final review and awarded four
top students large, professionalquality portfolios, purchased
with a grant from the School of
Art's Art Student Council. Receiving portfolios were Tuan
Belk, Robert Collins, Allison
Leigh Scott and Tamara Taylor.
"We feel that there are a lot of
terrific artists here, but we only
have four portfolios to give so we
leaned toward those of you who
are seniors and perhaps going on
to college," Moore explained to
the class. "Hopefully, we'll see
those of you who are juniors again next year."
Corcoran is also anticipating
the coming fall and has already
enlisted a half-dozen tutors from
this past year's junior class.
"One of our priorities will be
making the program more visible, which could be an interesting project for the students as
visual communicators," Corcoran said. "Developing some
kind of fun logo or graphic,
printing up T-shirts — those
are the kind of things that can
help kids get excited about a
program and ultimately help it
to grow."

Employment
Go online to hr.wustl.edu (Hilltop Campus) or medicine.wustl.edu/wumshr (Medical Campus) to
obtain complete job descriptions.

Hilltop
Campus
For the most current
listing of Hilltop
Campus position openings and the Hilltop
Campus application
process, go online to
hr.wustl.edu. For more
information, call
935-5906 to reach the
Human Resources
Employment Office at
West Campus.

After just two seasons, Liz Swary is all over the record books. This
year, she was the first WUSTL Softball player named All-American.

batted .386 with six home runs
and 35 RBIs with 17 multi-hit
games.
She was a third-team allMidwest Region selection, Most
Valuable Player of the Washington University Invitational and
an NFCA Scholar Athlete. Swary
also compiled a 29-game hitting
streak as a freshman, which is

the fifth-longest in Division III
history.
Swary ranks in the top 10 in
the Bears' record book in almost
every category: she is first in
home runs (13), doubles (28) and
RBIs (85), second in hits (108)
and runs scored (51), fourth in
walks (22) and seventh in games
played (80).

Senior Medical
Sciences Writer
010108
General Lab Asst.
Part Time 020237
Physical Therapist
030064
Registered Nurse
030079
Health Services
Physician 030099
Reference &
Government
Publications
Librarian 030116
Zone Manager
030137
Career Development
Specialist 030187
Assoc. Dir. of Capital
Projects 030203
Business
Development
Specialist 030213
Treasury Analyst
030215
Deputized Police
Officer 030217
Research Technician
030219
Assoc. Dir. J.B.
Ervin Scholars
Program 030220

Dir., Student Health
& Counseling
Service 030222
Asst./Assoc. Dean
for Graduate
Programs 030227
Dir. of Development,
School of
Architecture 030231
Hazardous Materials
Tech II 030233
Department
Secretary 030242
Regional Director of
Development
030252
Administrative Aide
030260
Assoc. Dir. of
Foundation
Relations 030262
Research Grant
Specialist 030265
Asst. Dir. Annual
Giving 030267
Contract Manager
030271
Research Asst.
030273
Research Asst.
030274
Reference/Subject
Librarian for Art &
Architecture 030275
Financial Reporting
Accounting/Analyst
030276
Operations Coord.
030282
Systems Support
Assoc. 030283
Administrative Asst.
to the Office of the
Dean 030284
Administrative
Coord. 030285
Administrative Asst.
030286

Registered Nurse
030287
Coord, for
Audio/Visual 030289
Lab Technician
030291
Computer Support
Specialist 030293
Dir. of APAP/Asst.
Dir. of Admissions
030294
Department
Secretary 030295
Asst. to Dir. of
Operations—Dining
Services 030296
Grants Coord.
030297
Catalog Librarian
030298
Reference/Subject
Librarian 030299
Administrative Asst.
030300
Research Asst.
030301
Admissions
Counselor 030302
Senior Accountant
030303
Asst. Sports
Information Dir.
030304
Parking Maintenance
Technician 030305
Accounting Clerk III
030306
Lab Technician III
030308
Accounts Payable
Service Rep. 030309
Accounts Payable
Service Rep. 030310
Registered Dietitian
030311
Projection &
Technical Support
Specialist 030312

Admin. Asst. for
Publications and
Summer School
030313
Receptionist,
Executive Programs
030314

Medical
Campus
This is a partial list of
positions in the
School of Medicine.
Employees: Contact
the medical school's
Office of Human
Resources at
362-7196. External
candidates: Submit
resumes to the Office
of Human Resources,
4480 Clayton Ave.,
Campus Box 8002,
St. Louis, MO 63110,
or call 362-7196.
Scheduling System
Coord. 031524
Research
Technician II
031540
Patient Billing
Services Rep.
031545
Insurance Billing &
Collection Asst.
031547
Animal Care
Technician 031552
Research Software
Analyst 031554
Medical Secretary I
031571
Research
Technician II
031572
Clinical Laboratory
Technologist
031573
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Staff Day
- from Page 1

"Few academic institutions
are as much a part of their community as Washington University is in St. Louis," she said.
"This is reflected in the history
you share, the community outreach you do, the facilities you
make available and the values
you teach. As a result, this University is a central part of the
local scene.
"But it is also part of the
global scene because of its reputation for high standards, its
Nobel Prize-winning faculty, and
the ethnic and cultural diversity
of its student body."

number and quality of applicants
began their dramatic rise, and the
School of Art took a leadership
role in developing effective strategies for improving yield," Chancellor Mark S. Wrighton said in
presenting the award. "The school
is now firmly positioned as the
one for students who are as serious about art and design training
as they are about their academic
studies. Georgia's extraordinary
efforts in recruiting have been a
major factor in the school's success."
In 1998, Binnington joined the
School of Art as assistant dean
and was later promoted to associate dean. She works closely with
the Office of Undergraduate
Admissions and students to
improve the school's academic
advising and to supervise activities associated with the curriculum.
"I am so pleased to be honored for doing a job I love,"
Binnington said. "I am grateful to
all the people in my University
life: my colleagues in art and
admissions, the students and
their families.
"What a year! 40 years as an
alum, 15 years on staff and this
amazing Gloria White award!"
Binnington also works on
numerous University committees
and task forces, developing policies and protocols that have benefited the entire University community. She served on the Alcohol Policy Committee, the Committee for Academic Integrity, the
Orientation Committee, the Undergraduate Admissions Committee and others.
"Georgia is known by students
as someone who is willing to listen, to work with and for them
with total dedication, integrity
and love," Wrighton said.
Staff Day featured a variety of
activities and events, including a
drawing for various prizes. The
winners of the drawings were
Maria Hunter, University College
in Arts & Sciences (gift basket);
Pam Fournie, accounting services
(dinner for two at Whittemore
House); Jan Foster, Department
of Physics in Arts & Sciences (a
night at the Chase Park Plaza);
Jan Hunt, Office of Research

formalized version of what we've
been doing for years, but now it
adds administrative steps to document what's always been good
practice," said University Privacy
Officer Joan M. Podleski, assistant vice chancellor for medical
affairs and executive director of
clinical operations for the Faculty
Practice Plan. "It also sets a floor
for all health-care providers in
every state to follow, rather than
the previous variations across the
country."
So how do you determine if
HIPAA will impact your job?
"You need to stop and think:
Am I ever in a situation where I
have access to protected health
information?" Podleski said. "It
might be for research or insurance purposes in addition to regular clinical work. Or maybe
you're a student doing a rotation
through a patient or clinical research area.
"Walk around the office and
pretend you're 'paranoid Aunt
Helen' and observe what you see
and hear. Do you have sticky notes
with computer passwords on your
desk? Have papers containing
patient information been shredded? If you see something that
makes you feel uncomfortable,
then you need to deal with it."
And perhaps, most importantly, as a patient you need to know
your rights. From a clinical
standpoint, the law offers patients
a clear, understandable definition
of what those rights entail. Under
HIPAA's "Notice of Privacy
Practices," every covered entity

(doctor, dentist, health-care facility, insurance company) must
offer an explanation of how it
will deal with your protected
health information and what
your rights are.
But the most dramatic change
HIPAA implements is its means
of significantly strengthening the
recourse patients now have when
their medical privacy is violated.
Until now, patients who felt
that they had been wronged
could only file a civil suit to seek
financial penalties. The new legislation, however, allows patients
to file complaints with the covered entity, which must respond
in certain ways and within a certain time frame, or with the Department of Health and Human
Services, which can then pursue
criminal penalties, including a
$250,000 fine and 10 years in
prison for the most serious
offenses.
"Now that the penalty for
violating personal health information is clearly defined on a
federal level, a patient's medical
information will be even more
consistenfiy protected," said
William A. Peck, M.D., executive
vice chancellor for medical
affairs and dean of the medical
school. "HIPAA not only
strengthens a patient's inherent
right to his or her medical privacy, but now patients also have
the ability to hold all health-care
providers accountable for protecting those rights."
For more information go to
hipaa.wustl.edu.

St. Louis Cardinals Hall of Fame shortstop Ozzie Smith gets hooded with an honorary doctor of humanities by Commencement
Grand Marshal Edward N. Wilson, Ph.D., professor of mathematics
in Arts & Sciences. Smith, who retired as a player in 1996, was
named to 15 All-Star teams. His contributions off the field also are
noteworthy. A St. Louis resident, he has spent countless hours
assisting local charities, including the Multiple Sclerosis Society,
the St. Louis Variety Club, Ronald McDonald House and MathewsDickey Boys' & Girls' Club.

Albright
Says NATO, U.N. are
'platforms for progress'
- from Page 1
cases, America will stand taller
and do better if we are part of a
larger team."
In congratulating the more
than 2,500 graduates, Albright
said she felt particularly privileged to participate in the ceremony on the eve of the University's 150th anniversary.

HIPAA
Legislation increases
patient confidentiality
- from Page 1
HIPAA affects all arenas of
health care.
The sweeping legislation
mandates many changes. Sign-in
sheets in doctors' offices can no
longer ask the reason for the
visit. Computers must be password-protected and patient
information not easily seen from
public view. Health-care workers
are not allowed to openly discuss
details — patient names, type of
medical care, appointments,
explanations of medical conditions — that may reveal a
patient's identity unless it's for
treatment or business purposes.
The new legislation will
change the way many University
departments — not just the
School of Medicine — do
business.
Patient privacy has always
been a top priority at the medical school. Signs reminding faculty, students and staff not to
discuss patient information hang
in every Washington University
Medical Center elevator. Brochures about patient privacy line
doctors' offices. The Faculty
Practice Plan provides detailed
guidelines on the University's
commitment to patient privacy.
"HIPAA's commitment to
patient privacy is just a more

(membership to McWilliams
Fitness Center); JoAnn Achelpohl, East Asian Studies in Arts
& Sciences (membership to
McWilliams Fitness Center);
Teri-Ann Wallace, Olin Library (two box seats to Cardinals
game); Maurice Jones, Olin Library (two box seats to Cardinals
game); Bill Price, Building Services (a year's supply of movie
tickets from AMC Theatres);
and Marva Redd, student educational services ($500 gift certificate for American Airlines).
Sports trophies were won by
the Spin Docs of public affairs
(soffball); mail services/alumni
& development/admissions/
computing & communications
(volleyball); Deborah Booker
and Dannette Hutton (women's
golf tournament); Brad Averbeck and John Rozycki (men's
■■

"I am so pleased to be
honored for doing a job
I love. I am grateful to
all the people in my
University life: my colleagues in art and
admissions, the students
and their families."
GEORGIA BINNINGTON

golf tournament) and Ray
Barber and Nancy Marshall
(coed golf tournament).
The canned-food drive collected 330 pounds of food,
which will provide 220 meals.
The following people were
recognized for 10 years of
service:
Aly Abrams, Sue Adams,
Raymond Barber, Darryl Barker,
Robert Batterson, Thomas
Blackwell, Hyla Bondareff,
Cindy Brame, Bill Browne,
Michael Cannon, Elizabeth
Colletta, Dena Conner, Mindy
Danner, Elaine Every, Lois
Franklin, Frank Freeman Jr.,
Winston Gifford, Ricki Hampton, Lynn Harrigan, Tina Hartig,
Pamella Henson,
William Hunn, Maria
Hunter, Gail Kremser, Pamella
Lyerla, Cathy Marler, Robert
Massa, George Moehlenhoff,
Terri Nappier,.Barb Niebruegge,
Lee Nuckolls, Kevin O'Connell,
Linda Poeppelmeier, Andrea
Pruitt, Laurie Reitman, Lisa
Romay, Barbara Roth, Mark
Scharff, Brian Sheffield,
Thornton Shelton, Frances
Thuet, Bill Wiley and Lorraine
Wood.

Wallace
Work should be done
by the end of July
- from Page 1
parking.
However, on Shepley Drive
west of the entrance to Lien
garage to Big Bend Boulevard will
be designated as two-way traffic.

The following people were
recognized for 15 years of
service:
Kathy Anderson, Linda
Ardakani, Stephen Bone, Donna
Boyd, June Bruckner, Bradley
Cagle, Pamela Christopher, Tena
Combs, Charles Cummings,
Randy Farmer, Ellen Feinstein,
Tony Fitzpatrick, Bobby Jean
Golliday, Denny Gravagna,
Cynthia Gregory, Patrick
Harkins, Marilyn Hassell, Rose
Haynes, Tim Herman, Susan
Hosack, Phyllis Jackson, Stephen
Kohler, Brenda Kopsie, Gary Lee,
Lynda Markham, Barbara
Massello, Lehda Massie, Meg
McClelland, Teresa Melton,
Cynthia Newell, Paul Norman,
Lindia Northington, Angelo
Oldani Jr., Carol Pariani, Ronald
Payne Jr., Jeff Pfyl, Gregory
Potter, Becky Rauvola, Ann
Rehme, Joseph Reid Jr., Glennon
Reitz, Jan Rensing, Garry
Simburger, Cynthia Steenberg,
Mary Usery, Steve Westlund, Dale
Wineinger and Dana Yam.
The following people were
recognized for 20 years of
service:
Helene Abrams, Fred Anderson, Caroline Boswell, Garrie
Burr, Cheri Casanova, Jean Chou,
Donald Clayton, Susan Collier,
John Davidson, Carol Doelling,
Dwight Dunbar, Michael Dyer,
Kary Eckrich, Peggy Fuller,
Elizabeth Fyfe,
John Hansford, Patricia
Howard, Lucy Hubert, Terry
Keebler, Susan Killenberg
McGinn, Tom Kirk, Robert
Mahurin, David Million, Lois
Newell, Susan Reinschmidt,
Karen Rensing, Rick Schlattmann, Lanna Skadden, Hannelore Spence, Debora Spraggins,
Robert Thomas, Virginia Toliver,
Paula West, Ginger Willenborg,
Annie Williams, Robert Wiltenburg, Terry Wirtel and Joe
Worlund.
The following people were
recognized for 26 years of
service:
Diane Cahill, Marcia Denenholz, Adrienne Glore, Maurice
Jones, James Linders, Patrick
Moore, Beverly Owens, Brian
Strahan, Bobby Trulove and Ben
Woods.
The following people were
recognized for 30 years of
service:
Lynn Imergoot, Terrence
Keegan, Jane Nothaker, Richard
Schmaeng, Elery Sharp, David
Tanner, Mike Veith and Donna
Williams.
Donna Battershell, Andrew
Hargrove, Jane Rahmoeller and
Scott Robinson were recognized
for 35 years of service.
Josephine Simpson was recognized for 45 years of service.

The parking lot between Lee
Residence Hall and Umrath
Residence Hall, next to the police
station, will be designated as a
turnaround for eastbound traffic
(going counter-clockwise).
Starting June 18, the parking
lot in front of the Alumni House
will be closed to parking, and
there will be no access to Blewett
Hall (the music building) from
the Forsyth entrance.

Pilot Project Awards given by aging center
Three faculty members in the
School of Medicine have
received Pilot Project Awards
from the Center for Aging.
The goal of the Pilot Project
Awards is to attract junior faculty just beginning their careers
and more established investigators in other fields to the study
of aging.
The award is in support of
research intended to lead to a
future application for external
funding.
Each award carries a project
stipend of $30,000.
Winners were:
Dennis Villareal, M.D., assis

tant professor of geriatrics and
nutritional science, for "Effect of
Weight Loss and Exercise in Frail,
Obese, Elderly Subjects";
Donna Kalauokalani, M.D.,
M.P.H., assistant professor of
anesthesiology, for "Early
Vertebroplasty vs. Conservative
Management for Symptomatic
Osteoporotic Vertebral Compression Fractures — A Pilot
Study";
And Kevin J. Black, M.D.,
assistant professor of psychiatry,
neurology and radiology, for
"Levodopa Challenge PET Study
of Depression in Park-inson's
Disease."
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Notables
Hampton's This Far by Faith to air on PBS
BY ANDY CLENDENNEN

University alumnus Henry
Hampton's This Far by Faith:
African-American Spiritual
Journeys will air on PBS June 2426 at 8 p.m. each night.
Each night will feature two
one-hour segments.
In six hours of dramatic storytelling, This Far by Faith examines
the African-American religious
experience. From the arrival of
the early African slaves through
the Civil War, Reconstruction, Jim
Crow, the Great Depression, the
Civil Rights Era, and into the 21st
century, the documentary explores the connections between
faith and the development of
African-American cultural values.
Lorraine Toussaint {Any Day
Now, Crossing Jordan) narrates the
series.
Sometime this month, University Libraries will acquire all
of the materials used in making
This Far by Faith. The materials
will be added to the 33,000 items
from Hampton's archive, which
University Libraries acquired in
May 2001.
Hampton (1940-1998), a

St. Louis native who, after graduating from the University in 1961,
went on to become one of the
world's most respected documentary filmmakers, founded and ran
Blackside Productions, the United
States' largest African-American
owned documentary film production company. His work focused
on the lives of the poor and disenfranchised and chronicled the
20th century's great political and
social movements.
This Far by Faith is the last
project conceptualized by Hampton, whose contributions to television include America's War on
Poverty and the Peabody Award
and Emmy Award-winning Eyes
on the Prize and American Experience "Malcolm X: Make It
Plain."
Each one-hour episode of
This Far by Faith combines rich
archival photography, compelling
music, inspiring interviews and
vibrant re-creations to shed light
on a population that has confronted adversity and clung to
hope since the first enslaved peoples arrived on these shores.
The first hour, "There Is a
River," begins with the stories of

Sojourner Truth and Denmark
Vesey.
Hour two, "God Is a Negro,"
takes place after Emancipation,
when minister-turned-journalist
Henry McNeal Turner uses the
African-American church to
engage African-American people
in the political realm.
Hour three, "Guide My Feet,"
begins in the Jim Crow era, when
many African-Americans migrated
north.
Hour four, "Freedom Faith,"
follows the Civil Rights Movement
in the years after World War II.
Hour five, "Inheritors of the
Faith," plots the growth of the
Nation of Islam under the leadership of Elijah Muhammad.
The series concludes with hour
six, "Rise Up and Call Their
Names," which chronicles a twoyear interfaith, multiracial, multiethnic pilgrimage from Massachusetts to Africa — by way of
Florida and the Caribbean —
undertaken to heal the wounds
of slavery.
For more information on the
Hampton Collection, go to
library.wustl.edu/units/spec/
filmandmedia.

For the Record
Of note

Field WOtk Last fall, visiting choreographer Bebe Miller created a new piece, Field Work (shown here), with students in
the Performing Arts Department in Arts & Sciences' Dance
Program. This spring, 12 students and four dance faculty
attended the regional American College Dance Festival at
Northern Iowa University in Cedar Falls, where they presented
both Field Work and a student composition, One Thing I
Know, by sophomore Emily Grosland. In a rare honor, both
works were selected for performance in the festival's gala
closing concert.

Amy D. Waterman, Ph.D.,
instructor in medicine, received a
$100,000 faculty grant from the
American Society of Transplantation to determine if potential kidney donors who are unable to
donate for a specific recipient
would participate in a donorexchange program, and how
donor-exchange programs might
impact the national organ shortage....
NASA recently selected an
experimental program led by
Kenneth F. Kelton, Ph.D., professor of physics in Arts & Sciences,
for future flight on the Internat-

Campus Authors
Michael A. Grayson, senior mass spectrometrist in chemistry in Arts & Sciences

Measuring Mass: From Positive Rays to Proteins
(Chemical Heritage Foundation, August 2002)
As the field of mass spectrometry becomes more
widely used, so does the need
for a better understanding of
the field among the general
populace.
Michael A. Grayson, senior
mass spectrometrist in chemistry in Arts &
Sciences and assistant
director of the mass
spectroscopy facility,
has attempted to do
just that, by editing
this recent exposition
of his field.
"There is hardly
any area of research
in the chemical and
Grayson
related sciences where
mass spectrometry is not used
to provide scientists with
information about the nature
of the molecules they are
working with," Grayson said.
"Without mass spectrometry, this research would
progress at a much slower
rate, or in some cases, not at
all. It is appropriate that the
average citizen have some
awareness of the importance
of this tool and how it accel-

erates developments throughout
the scientific world; developments with a direct impact on
the life of each of us."
While technical reviews in
journals and chapters in books
written by the specialist for the
specialist abound, this is one of
the first attempts to bring
mass spectrometry to the
masses.
To accomplish this
task, Grayson enlisted the
help of experts in various
application areas of mass
spectrometry and invited
them to share their views
regarding the major historical developments in
their specialties.
By using vignettes, sidebars,
illustrations and a timeline,
Grayson managed to get the
point across while ensuring that
the scientifically uninitiated reader would understand it.
"I wanted to create something
different, something that would
be accessible to the non-expert
yet be of value to the expert as
well," Grayson said. "Perhaps the
best way of describing my goal
was stated by one of the contrib-

utors to the book: 'I want a
book that I can give to my
mother so she can understand
what I do.'
"Hopefully, Measuring Mass
will do that."
However, the book will also
provide valuable insight to
those embedded within the
field.
"Many mass spectrometrists
come from other scientific disciplines," Grayson said. "Hence
they use the tool with an extensive knowledge of the background of the technique in
their specialty. However, they
don't have an appreciation for
the overall development of the
field and how contributions
from a decade or two or three
ago have a direct impact on
how they use mass spectrometry today.
"Measuring Mass is a means
of telling the story of mass
spectrometry starting with the
discovery of the electron over a
century ago thus setting their
own use of the tool in a larger
context."
— Andy Clendennen

ional Space Station (ISS). The
experiment, QUASI, is designed to
settle a half-century old question
regarding nucleation in metallic
liquids, i.e. the first step in the formation of the solid phase. It will
determine the role of the local
structure and chemical composition of the liquids in the nucleation process, requiring a quiescent
liquid that is possible only in the
microgravity environment of
the ISS....
Eric Hochman, M.D., and
Liron Kaplan, M.D., both clinical
fellows in rheumatology, each
received a split fellowship from the
Centocor Health Outcomes in
Rheumatic Disease Fellowship
Program to further the study and
application of health outcomes
research in the area of rheumatic
diseases....
Zhirong Bao, graduate student
in genetics, was selected as one of
16 graduate students in North
America and Europe to receive the
2003 Harold M. Weintraub Graduate Student Award, which is
sponsored by the Basic Sciences
Division of the Fred Hutchinson
Cancer Research Center. The winners were selected on the basis of
the quality, originality and significance of their work....
Tej K. Pandita, Ph.D., assistant
professor of radiation oncology,
has received a one-year, $459,000
grant from the U.S. Army Medical
Research Acquisition Activity for
research titled "Chromatin Structure and Breast Cancer Radiosensitivity." ...
Sophia E. Hayes, Ph.D., assistant professor of chemistry in Arts
8c Sciences, has received a five-year,
$526,715 grant from the National
Science Foundation for research
titled "CAREER: Spectroscopic
Studies of Interface Structure and
Strain in Low-dimensional Semiconductor Heterostructures by
Laser-enhanced Nuclear Magnetic
Resonance." ...
Tetsu Akimoto, M.D., research
associate in the renal division of
internal medicine, has received a
one-year, $20,000 research award
from the National Kidney Foundation for research titled "Vascularization of the Developing
Kidney." ...
Virginia M. Herrmann, M.D.,
professor of surgery, has received a
one-year, $54,528 grant from the
St. Louis Affiliate of the Susan G.
Komen Breast Cancer Foundation

for a project titled "The Young
Women's Breast Cancer Program." ...
Rajnish Kaushik, Ph.D.,
research associate in medical «, _
oncology, has received a twoyear, $98,500 grant from, the
American Foundation for AIDS
Research for research titled
"Role of Matrix Phosphorylation in HIV-1 Assembly .and
Infectivity." ...
Jeffrey J. Sich, Ph.D., senior
associate director of corporate
and foundation relations, has
received a one-year, $30,000
grant from the Greater St. Louis
Health Foundation for a Sickle
Cell Disease Medical Treatment
and Education Center. ...
Rick Martin, M.D., associate
professor of pediatrics, has received a one-year, $68,408 grant
from Transkaryotic Therapies
Inc. for extramural clinical
research and education....
Michael Tomasson, M.D.,
assistant professor of medicine,
has received a three-year,
$390,000 grant from the
Leukemia and Lymphoma
Society's Translational Research
Program....
Carol North, M.D., professor
of psychiatry, has received a
one-year, $197,075 grant from
the September 11th Fund for
a mental health training program. ...
Xiaofeng S. Zheng, Ph.D.,
assistant professor of pathology
and immunology, has received a
three-year, $462,000 grant from
the U.S. Army Medical Research
Acquisition Activity for research
titled "The Role of FRAP in
DNA Damage Control and
Breast Cancer Therapy."

Speaking of
Steve Grimes and Steve Westlund, assistant directors in computing and communications, presented "Processing on the Backend With Stored Procedures and
Triggers" at the International DB2
User's Group 2003 North
American conference May 19-23
in Las Vegas. The presentation
described the principles and
approach used to replace the
30-year-old legacy software
underlying the University's
Financial Information System.
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Washington People
During the past several
years, researchers have
made amazing discoveries
about how the brain
changes in response to
internal and external events.
Injuries, changes in hormone
levels, rehabilitation and myriad
other events can alter the brain's
structure and function. One such
influence is depression.
A few years ago, Yvette I.
Sheline, M.D., demonstrated that
depression could actually change
the size of a key brain structure.
The hippocampus — a small,
seahorse-shaped structure located
deep within the brain that is
important for learning and memory — was smaller in people who
had been depressed than in those
who had never suffered from depression.
"When I first began to do these
studies, people thought I was ...
well, let's just say it was not well .
received," laughs Sheline, associate
professor of psychiatry, of neurology and of radiology, and director, Mood Disorders Program.
"I submitted a few grant applications before the studies got
funding. It was something of a
struggle."

Yvette Sheline, M.D., reviews MRI brain scans with Jose Mathews, M.D., co-investigator and instructor
of psychiatry, who receives mentoring under the auspices of Sheline's new NIH Mid-Career investigator
Award in Clinical Research.

Helping people through neuroscience
The groundbreaking
findings of Yvette I.
Sheline advance
depression research
and the study of
psychiatric illnesses

BY JIM DRYDEN

But eventually, she got the
funding that allowed her to make
the remarkable finding.
"Yvette's findings quickly made
her a pioneer and a leader in this
field," says Bruce S. McEwen,
Ph.D., the Alfred E. Mirsky Professor and head of the Harold and
Margaret Milliken Hatch Laboratory of Neuroendocrinology at
The Rockefeller University in New
York and the first to chart the
harmful effects of stress on the
brain in animal models. "She is
the person who has really demonstrated that the formation of the
hippocampus changes in depression."
Sheline later found, in a study
that will be published this summer, that when depression is
treated, the hippocampus doesn't
shrink in size.
"Not only is she a wonderful
person and colleague, but Yvette's
work has had a significant impact
on the study of depression," says
Charles F. Zorumski, M.D., the
Samuel B. Guze Professor and
head of the Department of Psychiatry. "She has influenced how
we now think about the mechanisms involved in psychiatric illnesses. It's one of the most exciting trends in the field."

A constant theme
The first physician in her family, Sheline was born in Tallahassee, Fla., the oldest of seven children. Her father was a physics
professor at Florida State University. Sheline's mother had grown
up in Africa, the daughter of missionaries.
When she was young, Sheline
spent three years in Denmark with
her family while her father worked
at the Niels Bohr Institute.

From left, Eric, Alex and Jason with their mom on a recent trip to
New Mexico.

"Spending time in Copenhagen gave me a very positive
exposure to an international scientific community — people who
loved ideas and talked about
ideas," she says. "I'm not sure the
Florida of the 1950s and '60s could
have provided the same opportunities."
Eventually, her family returned
to Florida. After high school, she
enrolled at Harvard College. Sheline started there intending to
major in English, but she decided
to become a doctor during the
summer between her freshman
and sophomore years. She was
with her college roommate, hitchhiking through Latin America,
from the Yucatan peninsula of
Mexico to Peru.
"It certainly wasn't glamorous,"
she recalls. "In Chichen Itza, we
slept in hammocks that belonged
to a guy who handed out toilet
paper, and we stayed with him and
his wife in his hut with pigs and
chickens."
Living with the people in Latin
America convinced her that she
wanted to contribute to people's
lives in a material way. Medicine
seemed to be a way to do that.
After her summer in Latin
America, Sheline went to work on
her pre-med courses. That led her
to a series of neuroscience labs.
"I was fortunate to work with
terrific scientists, and as I look
back at it now, I see the same
themes from those days in my current work," she says.
"In college, I worked on the
structural basis of brain plasticity
in the developing cat visual system.
Now, I study plasticity in the
human hippocampus during
depression. In college, I quantified
rhodopsin molecules and sodium
channels. Now, I quantify serotonin receptor binding activity in
the brain."
She studied the rhodopsin cycle
in the photoreceptors of the horseshoe crab as her senior honors thesis. But as she continually reached
into slimy tanks and pulled out marine creatures, she began to think
again about how much more fun it
would be to work with people.
She already was committed to
attending graduate school, so
Sheline first completed a master's
degree in neuroph'ysiology at Yale
University and then began medical
school. Her intention was to combine her love for neuroscience
research with her goal of contributing to people's lives. But it
would be several more years before

she finally put the two together.
After medical school at Boston
University and a residency in psychiatry at Harvard, she moved to
California to work at Valley Medical Center in San Jose, the public
mental-health system that treated
the most acutely ill patients. She
remembers the experience fondly,
working to treat the "sickest of the
sick" and to create a comprehensive system of care at a time when
California funded innovative programs to treat the mentally ill.
By 1991, she was overseeing 800
employees and a $30 million budget, but she decided she was ready
for a change. Although she was
reluctant to leave the Bay area,
after exploring the School of Medicine and the Department of Psychiatry at Washington University,
Sheline decided the time and place
were right for a transition back
into academia.
"I feel really fortunate to have
ended up in such a collegial place
with such wonderful collaborators," she says.

Focus on the brain
Initially, Sheline's work was
mostly clinical, but she gravitated
toward brain imaging for her
research pursuits. When she wasn't
at the hospital, she was spending
time in the laboratory of Michael
W. Vannier, M.D., formerly a professor of radiology who now is on
the faculty at the University of
Iowa. Soon, she began thinking
about ways to use brain-imaging
techniques to study the effects of
depression.
In collaboration with Mark A.
Mintun, M.D., professor of radiology and associate professor of psychiatry, Sheline has used positron
emission tomography techniques
to learn that people with depression have fewer serotonin receptors
in the hippocampus. Those are
important receptors, considering
that most modern antidepressant
drugs work through the brain's
serotonin pathways.
Sheline now holds two grants
from the National Institutes of
Health to study neuroimaging correlates of depression. She also has a
Career Development Award to act
as a mentor for junior faculty
members, and she was recently
awarded an Independent Investigator Award by the National
Alliance for Research in Schizophrenia and Depression.
Her research focuses on brain
changes called white-matter hyperintensities. Those are brain lesions

that tend to occur in depressed,
older patients who also have cerebrovascular risk factors such as
hypertension and coronary artery
disease. In collaboration with
investigators at Duke University,
Sheline is mapping out where in
the brain those types of lesions
occur and what they mean for
depression and treatment outcomes.
When she's not blazing trails in
psychiatry and neuroscience
research, you're likely to find
Sheline on the jogging trail in
Forest Park, or spending Saturdays with a big group of sweaty
joggers drinking coffee after a
morning run. She also spends lots
of time at sporting events. Her
sons are swimmers and water polo
players.
Sunday is bicycling day, and
during the week she's in the
weight room. Strength training
began as a way to rehabilitate her
back after she suffered a ruptured
disc about a decade ago. She doesn't have imaging tests to prove it,
but perhaps the rehabilitation
helped restore her back injury.
After all, as Sheline's research
has demonstrated in the brain,
successful treatment seems to
influence both structure and function, and her strength training has
been quite successful. Just ask her
jogging group, her cycling buddies
or those who have competed against her in area triathalons.

Yvette I. Sheline, M.D.
Hometown: Tallahassee, Fla.
Education: B.A., magna cum laude,
biology, Harvard College, 1974; M.S.,
neurophysiology, Yale University,
1975; M.D., Boston University School
of Medicine, 1979
University positions: Associate professor of psychiatry, of radiology and
of neurology; director, Mood
Disorders Program
Children: Eric, a psychology major in
Arts & Sciences at Washington
University; Alex, a recent graduate of
Clayton High School; Jason, a junior
at Clayton High School
Hobbies: Running, weight training,
biking, hiking — she'll be with her
sons hiking to the bottom of the
Grand.Canyon over the Fourth of
July. And reading; she's part of a
book club that meets once a month
to discuss books such as Bel Canto,
a story of hostage-taking and worldclass opera in South America. A former piano player, she hopes to someday take it up again.

